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a characteristic feature ofthe non-dominant language43 within a bilingual territory. 
Using lexical substitution as a pejorative dialect performance is a means to re
member the social uncomfortable situation of the Polish speaking people in the bi
resp. multilingual territory Silesia once has been. 

The second strategy of performing lingual elements consists in writing 
a whole text in the non-standard language. This strategy is used by both support
ers of and opponents to the autonomy of the dialectal territory. The opponents 
use the strategy to prove that the dialect in question can be handled by speakers 
o:f the standard language as well which shows that there is no need to separate 
the dialectal territory from the main territory of the standard language. The sup
porters of autonomy use their dialectal texts as a performance of their separate 
identity. On both sides the strategy aims to explore the mutual difference between 
lingual communities. 

The third strategy consist in the unidirectional code switching from the stand
ard language to the dialectal form which has been observed exclusively at the end 
of the texts. Like the second strategy also code switching is not attached to a cer
tain political stand towards the question of autonomy, but seems to be used only 
by speakers of the given dialect. The strategy is mainly aimed as an attestation 
that the speaker is authentically involved in the issues of the dialectal territory he 
is writing about. The third strategy emphasises authenticity, as such being a com
mon means in speaker's choices between an official (standard) language of a terri
tory and a familiar language related to personal contact, familiarity and individual 
credibility. Dialect here is used as the language of proximity and gives additional 
emotional value to the argument. 44 

The lingual features of the user comments show, that the users, being :far 
away from a linguistic view on the subject, display their intuitive knowledge about 
language and lingual communication by the use of linguistic terms (3) and re
produce lingual behaviour, known from actual oral communication in bilingual 
societies, in electronic written form (4). The lingual behaviour, which sometimes 
is performed very deliberately, serves as a support for the resp. argument, but is, 
besides pejorative language use which is, of course, attached to a certain point 
of view, in most cases not attached to a possible political opinion regarding sepa
ratist movement. 

43 "Dieses Verfahren der Lexemsubstitution (italics i. 0.) ist [ ... ] in besonderer Weise typisch 
für die Entwicklung der nichtdominanten Sprachen unter den Bedingungen des fortgeschrittenen Bi
lingualismus'\ G. Bellmann, Slavoteutonica. Lexikalische Untersuchungen zum slawisch-deutschen 
Sprachkontakt im Ostmitteldeutschen, "Studia Linguistica Germanica" 1971, Bd. 4, p. 30. 

44 Cf. for example Rohfleisch (Sprachsituation ... , p. 199) about motivations for the use of di
alect. Narodowy Spis (Narodowy spis powszechny ludnoSci i mieszkall 2011. Raport z wynik6w, 
Gl6wny Urzqd Statystyczny: Warszawa 2012, p. 108) shows the importance of Silesian as the lan
guage used at harne (509.000 Silesian speakers) in contrast to the regional language Kashubian 
(106.000 speakers); J. Kijonka-Niezabitowska, (Po prostu Stqzacy, "G6rnoSl!:j.skie Studia Socjolo
giczne" 2010, Seda Nowa 1, p. 93-113 discusses the outcome ofthe Narodowy Spis. 
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RISE OF ASIA: IMPLICATIONS 

FOR EURO PE AND THE UNITED STATES * 

1. The Rise is Real

There appears to be a consensus that Asia is "rising." Much of the change 
in the decades ahead will relate, of course, to the rise of China and, in China's 
wake, the rise of India. They add to Asia's already substantial share in the world 
economy and, within little more than a decade or so, that will make Asia the larg
est centre of world output and trade o:f any region in the world - bigger than 
N orth America, and bigger than all of Europe. 

In the past 20 years , China and India have almost tripled their share 
of the global economy and increased their absolute economic size almost six 
times over. In 2060, China and India's share of global GDP looks set to surpass 
the combined share of GDP from today's most industrialized countries. This fun
damental shift in the world's centre of economic gravity will lead to a significant 
shift in power away from Western countries. This is one scenario that has been 
forecast by the OECD, a Paris based think-tank, in an article titled: Looking 
to 2060: Long-term global growth prospects. The composition of global GDP 
will change significantly between now and 2060. Average income levels in China 
and India will be closer to the average incomes in OECD countries, and the share 
of global GDP coming from China and India will surpass the combined income 
of all OECD member countries in 2060. Meanwhile, Europe andAmerica's share 
of total GDP will decline sharply, from 40 per cent in 2011 to only 25per cent 
in 2060.China's share of the world economy is set to go from 17 per cent to 28 
per cent in 2060. In contrast, America's share of global GDP will decline from 23 
per cent to 16 per cent. So in not much more than a decade, there will be a huge 

• This is an edited and expanded version of presentation at the Faculty of International Rela
tions and Political Studies, University ofLodz, March 21, 2012. 
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